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Summary
The eCQM Design Group timeline was reviewed and there was brief discussion on an eCQM system’s
relationship to a statewide Health Information Exchange (HIE) system. It was discussed that the
overall picture of health interoperability services will include the exchange of data, but that the
scope of the eCQM Design Group is to address the requirements of gathering clinical quality data.
Various value propositions were reviewed. It was discussed that there is significant value in having a
trusted third party in collecting quality measurements and therefore should be added to the list of
value propositions.
It was recommended that the central value proposition include a fourth aim that brings value for
those who are providing care. It was also recommended that the central value proposition be
clarified to address moving toward an eCQM system more efficiently, rather than implying
dependence on an eCQM system to move toward value-based payment.
It was recommended that adding the three goals of harmonizing measures, through a trusted third
party, centered on the patient, be added to the central value proposition.
It was recommended that “public health equity” be addressed more explicitly in the list of value
propositions. It was also recommended that “costs” be clarified to better represent costs to users
and costs to payers of care.
It was discussed that a value proposition that focuses on patient care be made more explicit. It was
also recommended that the use of an eCQM system as a tool to better integrate patient care be
emphasized.
It was recommended that the timeline in which an eCQM system is developed is itself a value
proposition, as opportunities for the advancement of medicine and patient care are being missed
without a functional statewide eCQM system. Claims data and the current All Payers Claims
Database were also discussed.

eCQM
Conceptual
System Models

Various eCQM conceptual system models were reviewed and discussed. A question was raised
regarding the status of a Master Patient Index (MPI). If was discussed that a MPI is a critical
component of a fully functioning HIE, along with a provider directory.
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It was recommended that the first conceptual model in the slide deck be used as an orienting image
for discussion with stakeholders. It was recommended that necessary claim data be described more
explicitly on the slide. It was noted that the slide creates the vision for what an eCQM system could
look like for both collection and use. It was recommended that an overarching goal of the system,
and a more explicit visual on what it looks like to participate in the system, be added to the slide.
Clinical Data
Sources

Clinical data sources were discussed, including encounters, laboratories, and medication sources. A
discussion took place on what information from an electronic health record (EHR) would be
submitted to an eCQM system. It was discussed that information from structured fields of an EHR
would be included. It was requested that a list of examples of these structured fields be provided.
It was discussed that a majority of providers in behavioral health customize their EHRs for reporting
requirements. It was also discussed that content validation is one of the barriers facing the HIE
industry today, as content may not be the same across EHRs.
Data source flow vignettes were discussed, including an independent practice association (IPA) and
two large group practices partnering with several community practices and hospitals.

Action Item
Updated central value proposition statement and list of
subsequent value propositions
Updated eCQM Conceptual System Model slide
Circulate data flow templates to Design Group members
Informational document on components of an eCQM system

Responsible Party
CedarBridge Group

Due Date
3/10/17

CedarBridge Group
CedarBridge Group
CedarBridge Group
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3/10/17
3/10/17
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